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On June 24, 2013, the Illinois Appellate 
Court, First District, handed down 
its opinion in Fifield v. Premier Dealer 

Services, Inc.1 This is one of the first published 
decisions on the enforcement of employ-
ment non-competition clauses following 
the Supreme Court’s decision in Reliable Fire 
Equipment Co. v. Arredondo2 on December 1, 
2011.

In Reliable Fire the Supreme Court clari-
fied the test regarding enforceability of non-
competition agreements and held that they 
are enforceable in Illinois only if they are: no 
greater than required to protect a “legitimate 
business interest;” do not impose undue 
hardship on the employee; and do not injure 
the public.3 The Court also explained that 
whether or not an employer has a legitimate 
business interest depends on the totality of 
the facts and circumstances in each case.4

The Fifield Court noted that “before even 
considering whether a restrictive covenant 
is reasonable, the court must make two 
determinations: (1) whether the restrictive 
covenant is ancillary to a valid contract; and 
(2) whether the restrictive covenant is sup-
ported by adequate consideration. [Citation 
omitted.] The only issue before the court 
in Fifield was whether there was adequate 
consideration to support the restrictive cov-
enants in the agreement.”5

Thus, the question addressed in Fifield 
was: What constitutes adequate consider-
ation for a post-employment covenant not 
to compete? Specifically, what “substantial 

period” of continued employment is neces-
sary? The Court answered that two years of 
continuous employment constituted ad-
equate consideration, regardless of whether 
the agreement was executed before or dur-
ing employment.6

Facts
Plaintiff Fifield worked for PDS, which was 

an insurance administrator that marketed 
finance and insurance products to the auto-
motive industry.7 PDS was sold to defendant 
Premier, and plaintiff was offered a job with 
Premier.8 As a condition of his new employ-
ment, Premier required Fifield to sign an “Em-
ployee Confidentiality and Inventions Agree-
ment” (the “Agreement”), which included 
two year, 50 state non-solicitation and non-
competition provisions.9

However, Fifield was able to negotiate a 
change to the Agreement, which provided 
that if he was terminated without cause dur-
ing his first year of employment, the non-
solicitation and non-competition provisions 
would not apply (the “first-year provision”).10 
Fifield signed the Agreement the day before 
he began his employment at Premier.11

Three months after he began his employ-
ment, Fifield resigned. A few weeks later he 
began to work for a competitor.12

Trial Court Proceedings
Fifield and his new employer filed an an-

ticipatory declaratory complaint seeking a 
declaration that Fifield had no access to con-

fidential information and that certain provi-
sions of the Agreement were invalid and un-
enforceable.13

The trial court held that the “the non-
solicitation and non-interference provisions 
found within [the Agreement were] unen-
forceable as a matter of law for lack of ade-
quate consideration.”14 The remaining issues 
were voluntarily dismissed and the validity 
of the non-solicitation and non-competition 
clauses was the only issue on appeal.15

Appellate Court Holdings
On appeal, Premier argued that there 

was adequate consideration because the 
Agreement was signed before Fifield began 
his employment, and that Fifield’s employ-
ment was the consideration offered. Premier 
also contended that the non-solicitation and 
non-competition restrictive covenants were 
not post-employment restrictive covenants 
for the same reason. Finally, Premier claimed 
that, due to the first-year provision, the illu-
sory benefit of at-will employment was not 
an issue.16

The Appellate Court made three holdings 
of significance here:

First, it held that there is no distinction 
between a noncompetition covenant signed 
before or during employment.17 This is the 
first Illinois Appellate Court decision to spe-
cifically eliminate any distinction between 
covenants that were signed before or during 
employment. Prior decisions had assumed 
there were different standards, without any 
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real discussion.18

Second, relying on Illinois and federal 
precedent, it held that Fifield’s employment 
itself was not the consideration he received 
in exchange for the non-solicitation and non-
competition provisions.19 This is because the 
promise of continued employment in the at-
will context may be an illusory benefit.20 In-
stead, there must be adequate consideration 
before a court will enforce these provisions.21

The Fifield court relied upon the holding 
in Brown & Brown, Inc. v. Mudron, that seven 
months of employment was insufficient con-
sideration.22 It also cited Curtis 1000, Inc.,23 
where the Seventh Circuit held that:

The courts’ willingness to depart in 
this area from the traditional refusal to 
inquire into the adequacy of consider-
ation displays a sensitivity to the argu-
ment which Suess makes that contin-
ued employment is an illusory benefit 
when employment is at will. The min-
ute after he signed the covenant not to 
compete, Curtis could have fired him 
and then he would have had received 
nothing in exchange for the fresh 
promise represented by his signing 
of a new covenant. The new covenant 
was the modification of an existing 
contract and hence required consider-
ation to be enforceable.

Thus, given Fifield‘s holding that in at-will 
employment, a person’s employment can-
not serve as consideration, as that benefit is 
illusory,24 an employer needs to establish ad-
equate consideration relying on something 
other than the employment itself.

Finally, it held that “there must be at least 
two years or more of continued employment 
to constitute adequate consideration in sup-
port of a restrictive covenant. [Citations omit-
ted.] This rule is maintained even if the em-
ployee resigns on his own instead of being 
terminated.”25

Moreover, it found that the first-year 
provision “does not affect the application of 
the two-year standard for adequate consid-
eration. At most, Fifield’s employment was 
only protected for one year, which is still in-
adequate under Illinois law.”26

This final holding is consistent with prior 
Illinois law regarding covenants signed af-
ter employment had already commenced.27 
Thus, four of the five appellate districts have 
explicitly adopted a two-year continuous 
employment requirement for adequate con-
sideration.

However, in Woodfield Group v. DeLisle,28 
which was neither cited nor discussed by Fi-
field, the Court, in remanding the case to the 
trial court when there was seventeen months 
of post-covenant employment, held that: 
“We do not believe case law limits the courts’ 
review to a numerical formula for determin-
ing what constitutes substantial continued 
employment. Factors other than the time 
period of the continued employment, such 
as whether the employee or the employer 
terminated employment, may need to be 
considered to properly review the issue of 
consideration.” 

Further, in McRand, Inc. v. Van Beelen,29 
the restrictive covenants were executed two 
years before the employees resigned. In find-
ing adequate consideration, the Court con-
sidered the employees’ regular raises and 
bonuses, their voluntary resignation, and 
their increased responsibilities they received 
after signing the restrictive covenant.30 “To 
hold that consideration is insufficient here 
would force the employer to discharge these 
employees one day and rehire them the next 
day after the covenant had been signed.”31

Recently, in LKQ Corp. v. Thrasher,32 a Judge 
in U.S. District Court for the Northern District 
of Illinois analyzed the adequacy of consid-
eration where an employee had voluntarily 
resigned after one year. After discussing and 
summarizing Illinois law, it concluded that 
there was adequate consideration, holding:

Despite Thrasher’s arguments to 
the contrary, the Court concludes that 
the “substantial period” requirement 
has been satisfied. In doing so, the 
Court refuses to apply a bright-line 
test. As mentioned above, it is unclear 
where the relevant line should be 
drawn. While Thrasher suggests that 
Illinois law establishes that at least 
two years of employment satisfies the 
“substantial period” of employment 
requirement, the Court’s reading of 
Illinois law undermines this conten-
tion. Without a stronger foundation 
in law and logic, the Court cannot 
mechanically apply a bright-line test 
that, in certain situations, may have 
pernicious consequences. The more 
prudent course of action is to take the 
more fact-specific approach that some 
Illinois courts have suggested.

The LKQ Court did not consider whether 
a $5,000 signing bonus also served as con-
sideration to support the Non-Competition 

Agreement.33

Given Reliable Fire’s rejection of an inflex-
ible formula and affirmation of the totality 
of the circumstances test in determining the 
reasonableness of a restrictive covenant,34 
a bright-line two year employment test for 
consideration may likely also be rejected by 
our Supreme Court.

Future enforcement of covenants
Fifield may make it more difficult for em-

ployers to enforce non-solicitation and non-
competition provisions prior to the two (2) 
year employment anniversary. A trial court 
may find that such provisions provide an il-
lusory benefit to an at-will employee and 
refuse to enforce them where the employee 
has not yet been employed for two years.

However, one obvious deficiency in the 
Fifled opinion is that the Court never com-
pared the terms of the covenant with the 
consideration. For example, would the Court 
have required two years continuous employ-
ment if the covenant lasted six months or 
one year after employment ended, or had 
a very limited geographic scope? Based on 
Reliable Fire’s totality of the circumstances 
test for determining reasonableness, and the 
same test previously adopted for consider-
ation in Woodfield Group, it seems likely that 
it would not.

Next, this case does not touch upon a 
cause of action based upon a breach of the 
Illinois Trade Secrets Act.35 Thus, to the extent 
that independent claims for the disclosure 
or misappropriation (actual or inevitable) of 
“trade secrets” exist, the holding in Fifield will 
not affect them. Employers can still protect 
their trade secrets regardless of the how long 
an employee was employed.

Finally, it is possible that a Court may find 
adequate consideration if a signing bonus, 
salary raise, promotion, increased respon-
sibilities, or other perquisites were given in 
exchange for the covenant.36 Unfortunately, 
no Illinois Court has given any guidance as 
to the adequacy of this type of consider-
ation. Thus, if an employer relies on this type 
of consideration, it must be able to demon-
strate the new benefits and their value to the 
employee.37 Given the Court’s careful scru-
tiny of these covenants,38 and the lack of any 
prior precedent, any such alternative consid-
eration should be substantial. ■
__________
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